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Flexible brush backs composed of elastic ma 
terial such as rubber are known wherein holes 
for the bristles are formed, the bunches of bris 
tles being secured in position by hand, either by 
stitching through the back with wire or twine, or 
by the aid of non-water soluble gum or the like. 
The principal object of the present inven 

tion is to form such elastic backed brushes of 
rubber and the like, wherein the bunches of 
bristles can be placed and secured in position by 
machinery as is the case with wooden backed 
brushes. ' 

Experiments have shown that when the 
bunches of bristles are inserted by machinery 
into elastic backed brushes, the wire staples used 
for securing the bristles in position, whilst being 
capable of being driven into Wood and the like 
rigid material and forming a positive connection 
are ineffective with rubber backed brushes due 
to the elasticity of the rubber or the like which 
stretches or yields and allows the stapies to be 
drawn out by the ?exing of the bristles when the 
brush is in use. 

According to the present invention hacks for 
brushes are formed from ‘rubber or like elastic 
material having holes formed therein, usually 
by moulding, to receive the bunches of bristles, 
but during the moulding process inelastic mate 
rial is incorporated in the mass in a manner so 
as not to affect or materially affect the fleXi“ 
bility of the back and into or below which the 
staples or anchors can be driven when inserting 
the bunches of bristles so as to form an inelas 
tic hold for the ends or tangs of the anchoring 
means and prevent withdrawal. 
The invention will be more particularly de 

scribed by the aid of the accompanying draw 
ing in which the same reference letters or char 
acters are used throughout the several views to 
indicate the same thing or part and wherein— 

Figure 1 is a side elevation of a nail brush con 
structed according to the invention shown part 
ly in section. 

Figure 2 is an inverted plan view of Figure 1 
and 

Figure 3 is a cross-sectional view of the brush 
body before the bristles are inserted, whilst 

Figure 4 is a detail view of the left-hand side 
of Figure 1 drawn to an enlarged scale. 
Figure 5 is a detail view corresponding to Fig 

ure 4 showing depressions formed in the canvas. 
Figure 6 is a view also corresponding to Fig 

ure 1 showing a modified method of construct 
ing rubber backed brushes in accordance with 
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the invention wherein the brush body is formed 
of rubber of different degrees of hardness, 
Figure 7 being a cross-sectional view of Fig 

ure 6 before the bristles are inserted in posi 
tion, while 
Figure 8 is a detail View corresponding to Fig 

ure 4 but showing the brush body formed of 
comparatively soft rubber with a stratum of hard 
rubber. 

Figure 9 is a view corresponding to Figure 1 
showing a modi?ed form of the invention hav 
ing a strip of sheet metal, Celluloid or the like 
embedded in the rubber to cause the staples to 
spread and become ?rmly embedded whilst pre 
venting penetration of the brush body by the 
same, and 
Figure 10 being a cross-sectional view of Figure 

5 before the bristles are inserted in position. 
Figure 11 is a longitudinal elevation in sec 

tion of a combined wire and rubber brush for 
cleaning and renovating suede leather and the 
like constructed according to the invention, of 
which 
Figure 12 is a plan View, 
In carrying the invention into effect accord 

ing to one convenient manner as illustrated in 
Figures 1 to 4, which illustrates a rubber backed 
nail brush, the body a is formed in a two part 
mould (not shown) of the desired shape and size, 
one part being adapted to form the back sur 
face I), either ?at as shown, or arched and with 
or without any desired pattern and/or marking 
thereon, such as a trade-mark or trade name, 
size or the like, while the other part of the mould 
is provided with nipples to form recesses or holes 
at while the back 22 is formed to the desired shape 
and contour. The nipples extend to or near 
to the forarninous material 1‘ such as canvas or 
other textile fabric, wire gauze, paper or other 
suitable sheet material as seen in Figures 1, 3 
and 4 or may be adapted to depress the same 
locally as indicated in Figure 5, the completely 
shaped brush back then being vulcanized in the 
usual manner. 
Bunches of bristles e are inserted in the vul 

canized back by means of a stapling machine of 
known kind, which doubles the bunch of bris 
ties, places a staple g on the fold which is then 
pressed into the holes at in the brush back to 
an extent which causes the ends 91 of the staple 
to spread and enter through and under the in 
elastic foraminous material I so as to form a 
positive bond as clearly seen in Figure 4. 
Referring to Figures 6 and '7 a nail brush a 

is shown wherein the front part c of the brush 
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body moulded with holes to receive the bristles 
e being formed of comparatively soft rubber 
While the back part b is formed of comparatively 
hard inelastic rubber b1, the composite blank 
being formed by layers of different rubber mix 
ings so that when vulcanized the back is harder 
and less elastic than the front. 
The holes I) to receive the bunches of bristles 

are formed as in the preceding example and 
when said bristles e are placed in position, the 
ends g1 of the wire staples 9 when driven against 
the harder rubber 111 enter the latter and spreads 
to form an e?icient bond without penetrating to 
or marking the back surface of the brush. In 
this case the foraminous inelastic material may 
be omitted if desired. 
Instead of making the back part b of the brush 

entirely of comparatively hard inelastic rubber 
as described with reference to Figure 9 a layer b2 
of such hard inelastic rubber, as seen in Figure 8 
may be sandwiched between top and bottom 
blanks of comparatively soft rubber mixings so 
that when the brush body is moulded and vul 
canized a stratum b2 of harder and less elastic 
rubber is located at the bottom of the bristle 
holes d and into which the ends g1 of the staples 
g are driven to form an effective bond as in the 
preceding example. 

It is found in practice that the inclusion of a 
stratum or backing of harder rubber in the brush 
back not only facilitates the insertion of the 
bristles and staples or anchoring means due to 
the decrease of the resiliency of the brush back 
against which the bristle inserting punches have 
to contend and which necessitates very accurate 
setting up of the machine, but also positively 
prevent the liability for the ends of the staples 
to'penetrate the brush back. 

Alternatively discs or strips of sheet metal or 
other sheet material such as Celluloid may be in 
corporated in a brush body formed of compara 
tively soft India rubber as indicated at h Figures 
9 and 10. The strips of sheet material h em 
bedded in the rubber may be penetrated by the 
ends of the staple when inserting the bunches of 
bristles or may cause said ends to spread laterally 
below the same, as shown, so as to extend side 
ways to an extent to form an e?icient bond with 
out impairing the elasticity of the bristles. 
Although the invention has been described 

speci?cally with reference to a nail brush it is to 
be understood that it may be applied to scrubbing 
brushes generally, clothes brushes or the like by 
making the moulds of appropriate size and shape. 
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the formation of , 

a brush’ having wire bristles and rubber bristles 
‘ on the same body constructed according to the 
invention, a blank of canvas 1‘ being incorporated 

, in the brush body h which is formed of com 
paratively soft elastic rubber in a multi-part 
mould shaped to form rubber teeth 2' on one side 
and holes to receive the bunches of wire bristles e 

‘ on the other side. 

Such brushes are used for cleaning suede 
‘ leather and the like and the mould is shaped to 
form serrations Z, m, on the ends as shown, or 
other desired part, the moulded brush body with 

, integral rubber teeth, being vulcanized and the 
bunches of bristles subsequently inserted by 

5 means of a stapling machine as described with‘ 
‘ reference to the preceding example. 

The bristle incorporating means have been de 
scribed ‘in detail as comprising a wire loop or 
staple embracing the bunches of bristles, but it 
is to be understood that they may be in the form 
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of a metal bridge piece having tangs or barbs 
adapted to engage the inelastic material to form 
the bond. 

It is to be understood that the recesses for the 
bristles may be formed by other means than 
moulding, for example, they may be formed by 
drilling or punching. 
By these means rubber and like elastic backed 

brushes can be made more expeditiously and 
cheaply than hithertofore, and in a form giving 
more efficient service and longer life. 
Having now particularly described and ascer~ 

tained the nature of my said invention and in 
what manner the same is to be performed, I 
declare that what I claim is: _ 

1. A brush having a body portion composed of 
soft, ?exible moulded rubber, an inelastic sheet 
material around which the moulded rubber ex 
tends and which is wholly enclosed by the rub 
ber, a plurality of bunches of bristles mounted in 
the body portion and projecting out of at least 
one face thereof, each bunch of bristles being 
engaged by an anchoring staple having prongs 
entering the rubber body portion and extending 
only partly therethrough, said prongs penetrat 
ing, the inelastic sheet material and holding the 
bristles ?rmly secured thereto. 

2. A brush having a soft, ?exible body portion 
formed of relatively soft moulded rubber, said 
body portion being provided with a plurality of 
spaced holes extending only partly through it, 
a sheet of inelastic material disposed within the 
body portion and wholly enclosed thereby, said 
sheet being located adjacent to the inner termi 
nation of the holes, a bunch of bristles located‘ 
in each of the holes, said bristles having their free 
ends projecting out of the holes, each bunch of 
bristles being engaged by a wire staple, said sta 
ples penetrating the sheet material and being 
clenched over on one face of the same, said. sta 
pies being wholly con?ned within the rubber body 
portion and prevented from movement through 
the same by their engagement with the sheet ma 
terial. 

3. A brush having ‘a body composed of rubber, 
said body having a soft face portion and a harder 
back portion integrally united thereto, a sheet 
of relatively inelastic material disposed within 
the body and located substantially at the point 
of jo-inder of the hard and soft portions of the 
body, the soft portion of the body being provided 
with a plurality of bunches of bristles extending 
through it, and a staple extending around each 
bunch of bristles and securing it to the sheet 
material. . 

ii. A brush having a soft ?exible rubber body, 
inelastic sheet material around which the body 
is moulded, bristles held in the body, and fasten 
ing elements for said bristles comprising staples 
extending through the sheet material and 
clenched over on one face of the same and held 
thereby from shifting movement through the 
body of the brush. - 

5. A brush comprising a body portion com 
posed of soft, ?exible material, a sheet of inelastic 
material embedded within and surrounded by 
said body portion and disposed between two faces 
of the body portion, a plurality of bristle bunches 
having parts embedded in the body portion and 
having other parts projecting: from one face 
thereof, the embedded portions of the bristles be 
ing wholly disposed between the sheet member 
and the face of the body portion from which parts 
of said bristles project, and means for attaching 
the bristles to said sheet member. 
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6. A brush comprising a. body portion of soft 

rubber, a sheet of inelastic but ?exible foraminous 
material embedded within the body portion, 
bristles embedded in the body portion and. stapled 
to the foraminous material, said bristles being 
disposed wholly to one side of the sheet and hav 
ing portions projecting out of the body portion. 

'7. A brush comprising a ‘body composed at least 
in part of ?exible and soft material, a plurality 
of bristle bunches having parts embedded in the 
body portion, means engaging said bristle 
bunches and securing the same within the body 
portion, and a sheet of material embedded in the 
body portion and wholly disposed between all of 
the bristles and one face of the body portion to 
thereby prevent shifting movement of the bristles 
or their fastening means in a direction toward 
said face of the body portion. 

8. A brush having a body portion composed of 
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a back part of relatively hard rubber, an integral 
front portion of relatively soft and ?exible rub 
her, a sheet of ?exible textile fabric embedded 
within the body portion, the softer front por 
tion being formed with a plurality of deep de 
pressions having their inner ends located adja 
cent to the textile fabric sheet, a bunch of bristles 
situated in each of said depressions and having 
free ends projecting for a distance out of the 
same and away from a face of the body portion, 
one end of each bunch of bristles Within a de 
pression being embraced by a fastening mem 
ber, the inner end of each bunch of bristles being 
located at one side of the sheet, the embedded 
portions of the bristles being wholly disposed be 
tween the sheet and the face of the body portion 
out of which parts of said bristles project. 
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